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This brief document serves as a quick reference guide, to enable checking which criteria of the assignment
were satisfied and how, more conveniently.

INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTION 1: The old product is Bronica GS-1, a medium format still photography camera.
INSTRUCTION 2: Collected promotional copy and images are stored in separate folders, which have not
been uploaded, as images have been saved in .tiff formats. All textual material is stored in .txt format.
INSTRUCTION 3: Content is arranged as required. Please see the page names at navigation section.
INSTRUCTION 4: HTML validation. All pages were successfully checked as HTML5, excluding thirdparty codes such as those of Google.
INSTRUCTION 5: All files and folders can be viewed at this fancy index
http://www.comp1002.grifare.info/Project/
INSTRUCTION 6: Consistent navigation. The same ul-based navigation system is pasted in each page.
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INSTRUCTION 7: Quick download times. All images have been carefully optimised.
They are located inside the folder linked below
http://www.comp1002.grifare.info/Project/images
INSTRUCTION 8: All major HTML5 elements have been used so that this project will be useful in the
future as a code template.
INSTRUCTION 9: There is one external CSS file, which is located at
http://www.comp1002.grifare.info/Project/retro-product.css
INSTRUCTION 10: Spelling and grammar. "No broken language" is my rule number one and has been
applied diligently throughout the website, including comments.
INSTRUCTION 11: The project is live online at
http://www.comp1002.grifare.info/Project/index.html
INSTRUCTION 12: I love doing anything about web development and this documentation as a nonrequirement, is a live proof of it. Yes, I did have fun and hope it is fun to view it.

TAKE IT FURTHER
SUGGESTION 1: layout effects
Please take a closer look at the colour harmony and background image.
SUGGESTION 2: CSS-based navigation system
A navigation system borrowed from red-team-design.com, has been applied and altered to suit the needs.
SUGGESTION 3: web fonts
'Japanese Style' font downloaded as ttf, converted to woff, and successfully used for h1 and h2 tags.
SUGGESTION 4: contact form
A contact form with js validations, is available in the bronica-gs1-support.html page.
SUGGESTION 5: optional feature
Please see the jQuery plugins in the retro-product.js file.
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